Top 5 PokéStops in Toronto
Help Mom and Dad plan your Toronto vacation using Pokémon GO as your travel guide.
Don’t think they’ll be convinced? Consider playing as a family; walk around together
hunting Pokémon, or play as rivals on separate devices and see who can catch ‘em all first.
Explore the city and capture as many Pokémon as you can by visiting these
top 5 PokéStops in Toronto.

Nathan Phillips Square
Check out the reflecting pool at Nathan Phillips Square, which apparently spawns
Polywhirl and Seadra. Then, don’t forget to take some selfies by the huge 3D Toronto
sign. It’s a must-do around here.

Jack Layton Ferry Terminal
For more water Pokémon, head to the Toronto Islands. Catch the ferry at Jack
Layton Ferry Terminal. The terminal is one of the most popular spots for Poké
masters and especially if you want to catch a Dragonite.

CN Tower
The CN Tower is the tallest and most well known landmark in the city so no trip
is complete without a visit to the top. Plus, you’ll add to your Pokédex since plenty of lure
parties happen here and it’s also a popular Gym for trainers.

Toronto Eaton Centre
The Eaton Centre is home to 250+ stores so it’s
a great spot to pick up new kicks or some clothes.
It also has lots of PokéStops, lures and Pokémon.
The most common sightings are of Drowsee
and Gastly.

Queen’s Park
Take a walk through Queen’s Park on your way to the
Royal Ontario Museum (where you’ll find dinosaurs and
more PokéStops). It’s one of the prettiest places in the city
plus, you’ll have all this open space to throw Poké Balls
and roam around long enough to hatch a 5-km egg.

Be safe when playing
Pokémon GO!

Some extra tips for
Pokémon Trainers
Catch more Pokémon by riding the
streetcar. All of Toronto’s streetcar
lines pass through a dozen PokéStops.
That means you’ll enjoy hunting without
running out of Poké Balls.
As you know, water-based Pokémon
appear near bodies of water. So obviously,
you’ll want to head to Lake Ontario or
anywhere near Harbourfront.
For safety’s sake, pay attention to your
surroundings, follow signs for private
property and barriers designed to keep
you away from danger at attractions like

The Toronto Zoo.

